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Abstract
This paper gives the details about the layout of closed -loop hydraulic energy-regenerative system for
hydrostatic transmission drive using hydraulic accumulator and its modelling. This paper discussed about the
introduction of closed-circuit, hydrostatic transmission drive and hydraulic accumulator. The system was
based on a closed-loop hydrostatic transmission and used a hydraulic accumulator as the energy storage
system fabricated in a novel configuration to recover the kinetic energy without any reversion of the fluid
flow. The proposed system was modeled based on its physical attributes. The accumulator is used in a novel
way to recover the kinetic energy without reversion of fluid flow. Both variable displacement hydraulic pump
/motors are used when the system operates in the flow coupling configuration so as to enable it to meet the
difficult requirements of some industrial and mobile applications. This paper presents the introduction,
mathematical modeling and review of the engineering and mechanics of all the components used in the
developed hydraulic system. The experimental results indicated that the designed system was effective and
that the round trip recovery efficiency varied from 22% to 59% for the test bench.
Keywords: closed-circuit hydraulic system; hydrostatic transmission system; hydraulic accumulator.

1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing attention to comfort, automation and drivability is pushing the driveline technology to ever
complex solutions, such as power-shift or continuously variable transmissions. Between these, the hydromechanical solution seems promising for heavy duty vehicle, due to the reliability and the capability of
transferring high power. Energy conservation has become increasingly important due to increases in fuel prices
and environmental pollution. Energy-saving systems based on hybrid concepts have been studied to reduce
energy consumption and exhaust emissions from cars, trucks, earth movers and construction machines. A
hydraulic system is considered energy-saving system if it has one of the following capabilities. First, it must
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improve the efficiency of the primary power source of a system, which may be an electric motor or an internal
combustion engine in industrial and mobile applications, respectively. Next, it must be a regenerative system
that is able to recover energy during deceleration or while a load is lowered. For instance, a system regenerates
a vehicle’s kinetic energy dissipated by heat transfer via a friction brake during deceleration. The efficiency of
the system should also be high over a wide operating range. For example, traditional hydraulic systems using
flow valves with fixed displacement are inefficient in cases where the desired velocity and load vary over a
wide range, since the excess flow is dissipated via relief valves. According to the above rules, hydrostatic
transmission (HST), secondary control systems using constant pressure systems combined with flywheels,
secondary control systems using impressed pressure with a hydraulic accumulator constant pressure system,
and electrohydraulic actuators (EHA), have all been considered hydraulic energy-saving systems. Energysaving systems may be classified into a number of types: electric, mechanical, and hydraulic systems use
batteries, flywheels, and hydraulic accumulators, respectively. The structure, characteristics and applicability
of these energy-saving systems were previously summarized and analyzed. Hydraulic energy-saving systems
are promising technologies because of their high recovery efficiency and high specific power.

1.1 Closed-circuit hydraulic system
In closed circuit the hydraulic fluid is recirculated between the hydraulic pump and hydraulic motor. This basic
hydraulic circuit consists of two circuits; one is main circuit and another one is charge or make-up circuit.
The main circuit consists of a prime mover, one bidirectional variable displacement pump, one bidirectional
fixed displacement motor, two check valves to supply the fluid into the main circuit in lower pressure side and
one pressure relief valve. A pressure relief valve is also used for safety purpose. If the pressure at the main
circuit is exceeds to the outlet pressure of pump then relief valve open and all fluid goes to the tank through
pressure relief valve to prevent the damaging of motor, main circuit and charging circuit otherwise valve
remain closed as shown in the fig.1 internal leakage is also shown.

Figure.1 simple closed circuit hydraulic system
The charge circuit consists of a make-up pump. The fluid in main circuit recirculates from main pump to motor
and from motor to main pump. The load is connected to the motor and prime mover (electric motor and ICengine) attached to the pump. Both the main pump as well as the make-up pumps drives by a single prime
mover. But generally the capacity of make-up pump is 20% of the capacity of main pump. The charge pump is
used to make-up the reduction of fluid due to internal leakage and some fluid removed time to time for cooling
purpose.

1.2 Hydrostatic transmission system
A Hydrostatic transmission system is a drive or transmission system that uses pressurized hydraulic fluid to
drive hydraulic machinery. The term hydrostatic refers to the transfer of energy from flow and pressure, not
from the kinetic energy of the flow. A hydraulic drive system consists of three parts: The generator (hydraulic
pump), driven by an prime mover( electric motor, a combustion engine or a windmill) and the motor
(hydraulic motor or hydraulic cylinder) to drive the machinery. There are valves, filters, piping are also used
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to guide and control the system. The basic hydrostatic transmission system and its working principle with their
mechanical analogy shown below:

Figure.2 Basic hydrostatic transmission system and its working principle

1.3 Hydraulic accumulator
A hydraulic accumulator is a pressure storage reservoir in which a non-compressible hydraulic fluid is held
under pressure by an external source. The external source can be a spring, a raised weight, or a compressed
gas. An accumulator enables a hydraulic system to cope with extremes of demand using a less powerful pump,
to respond more quickly to a temporary demand, and to smooth out pulsations. It is a type of energy storage
device. Compressed gas accumulators, also called hydro-pneumatic accumulators. A compressed gas
accumulator consists of a cylinder with two chambers that are separated by an elastic diaphragm, a totally
enclosed bladder, or a floating piston. One chamber contains hydraulic fluid and is connected to the hydraulic
line. The other chamber contains an inert gas under pressure (typically nitrogen) that provides the compressive
force on the hydraulic fluid. Inert gas is used because oxygen and oil can form an explosive mixture when
combined under high pressure. As the volume of the compressed gas changes, the pressure of the gas (and the
pressure on the fluid) changes inversely. Existing hydraulic accumulator designs are large and heavy due to the
need for two storage tanks and do not have the high energy density needed for many applications.

Figure.3 Bladder type hydraulic accumulator

2. Proposed Hydraulic Circuit
The proposed closed -circuit hydraulic energy-regenerative system for hydrostatic transmission drive is shown
in fig.4
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Figure.4 Proposed hydraulic circuit
2.1 Description of proposed system
This consists of seven check valves (non-return valves), in which five valves (CV3.1, CV3.2, CV3.3, CV3.4, CV3.5)
are used to provide the fluid to the lower pressure line and two check valves (CV1, CV2) are used to provide
unidirectional flow. Two pressure relief valves (RV1, RV2) for safety purpose when flow pressure exceeds the
setting pressure of pressure relief valves. It also has one variable displacement bidirectional hydraulic pump
(P1, driven by electric motor and one variable displacement bidirectional hydraulic pump/motor set (PM2),
which work as a hydraulic pump for one direction and as a hydraulic motor for another direction. It has one 4/2
direction control valve (4-ports, 2-position V1) and one 2/2 direction control valve (2-ports, 2-position V2)
which are used to change the direction of flow and both of them are spring-solenoid operated. This system also
has two accumulators (HA1 , HA2. One of them is works as energy saving-releasing device and other acts as
hydraulic tank.IT has a flywheel which acts as load.

2.2Working principle
Hydraulic pump P1 requires the full range of its displacement, -1 to 1, while hydraulic pump/motor PM2 uses
only its 0 to 1 of its displacement. Hydraulic pump/motor PM2 is powered by either hydraulic pump source P1
or the high-pressure hydraulic accumulator HA1. By controlling the two directional valves V1 and V2, the
system is able to operate in distinct configurations.
2.2.1Flow coupling mode
It is a simple traditional hydrostatic transmission configuration, for this mode valve V1 is OFF and V2 is ON,
the system operates as a closed-loop hydraulic transmission. For this mode flywheel speed is expressed by the
equation1
……………………………………………………..…………………… (1)
Where

, Dp, and

are the velocity, displacement, and volumetric efficiency of the pump, and Dm and

are the displacement and volumetric efficiency of the motor, respectively.
2.2.2 Pressure coupling mode
It is a secondary control flow configuration. The complete function of this mode is controlled by the closing
and opening of valves V1. The valve V2 is remaining open for both energy recovery and energy reusing.
For energy recovery valve V1 is OFF and V2 is ON, flow rate through the pump P1 is continuously controlled
as a pressure compensated pump or is ON/OFF controlled. The displacement of the pump/motor PM2 controls
the speed of the flywheel. The arrangement of energy recovery system is shown in fig 5(a)
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Figure 5(a) Energy recovery system
The hydraulic pump/motor PM2 functions as a hydraulic pump that pumps fluid from HA2 to HA1. Under this
condition, the return line is decoupled from either HA2 or pump P1, but is connected directly to HA1 and acts
as a high-pressure line. The driving line is then connected to HA2 and acts as a one-way low-pressure line. To
use the energy which is stored in accumulator the valve V1 is ON, the return line is directly connected to HA2,
while the driving line is connected to HA1 which is shown in fig 5(b).

Figure 5(b) Energy reuse system
These then act as the low- and high-pressure lines, respectively. The positions of other valves do not influence
the main function of the system. To drive the flywheel, the hydraulic machine PM2 functions as a hydraulic
motor that transforms the potential energy in the HA1 into the kinetic energy of the flywheel. To accelerate the
flywheel, the displacement of PM2 is increased, and vice versa. In existing energy recovery systems using
hydraulic accumulators, the displacement of PM2 is reversed over center to change its function from that of a
motor to that of a pump. In the proposed system, the displacement of PM2 operates in only one region, and the
fluid flows in only one direction. In addition, the use of the accumulator HA2 and four check valves CV3.1,
CV3.2, CV3.3, and CV3.4 can avoid the cavitation problem.

3. Literature Review
Triet H. H. and K. K. AHN [1] proposed the Modeling and simulation of hydrostatic transmission system with
energy regeneration using hydraulic accumulator. This paper idea that by using this system the energy supplied
by the power source is reduced by 33 to 66%. And overall efficiency of system improves even under partial
load conditions.
Triet H. H. and K. K. AHN [2] have been discussed the Design and control of a closed-loop hydraulic energyregenerative system. This paper shows the simulation, modelling and experiments on proposed system, which
shows its validation in real fields. The study indicated that the round-trip efficiency of the system varied from
22% to 59% depending on the operating pressure, displacement, and speed of the secondary unit.
H. Rahrovan and H. Gholizade [3] developed the energy recovery in hydrostatic transmission systems using
accumulator. In this paper the proposed hydrostatic transmission system which is able to save energy up to
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50% and more in compare to conventional hydrostatic systems. Using an appropriate accumulator, energy loss
through thermal dissipation is reduced, ranging efficiency rates more than 0.95 in cycle times of t<1 min.
Triet H. H. and K. K. Ahn [4] have been proposed the hydraulic energy-saving system for hydrostatic
transmission drives. In this paper the proposed system has flywheel as well as hydraulic accumulators for
saving the braking energy in form of kinetic and potential energy respectively. And the experiments confirmed
that the system saved 48 per cent energy supplied from the primary power source when compared with a
traditional HST.
Daiwei Feng and Dagui Huang [5] proposed the Modeling and Control of a Series Hydraulic Hybrid Vehicle.
This paper describes a forward-facing simulation model of a series hydraulic hybrid vehicle and its use for
evaluation of power management strategies aimed at maximizing fuel economy. Simulation of the vehicle over
a complete federal
urban driving schedule (FUDS) driving cycle shows that the fuel economy could be improved by 96.5% with
engine shutdown and 71.9% with engine idling over conventional vehicles.
Xiaoliang Lai and Cheng Guan[6] proposed A Parameter Matching Method, based on the energy storage unit,
the accumulator in the parallel hydraulic Hybrid Excavator Optimized with Genetic Algorithm, the Parameter
matching method brought an obvious saving effect in fuel consumption (nearly 15%).
Fernando Tavares et.al [7] developed the Hydraulic Hybrid Powertrain-In-the-Loop Integration for Analyzing
Real-World Fuel Economy and Emissions Improvements. The paper describes the approach, addresses
integration challenges and discusses capabilities of the Hybrid Powertrain-in-the-Loop (H-PIL) facility for the
series/hydrostatic hydraulic hybrid system. The H-PIL setup allows imposing realistic dynamic loads on
hydraulic pump/motors and accumulator based on vehicle driving schedule.
K. Baer et.al [8] has been proposed the Modeling of a Series Hybrid Hydraulic Drivetrain for a Light-Duty
Vehicle in Hopsan. This paper presents the development of a framework for hybrid hydraulic vehicles, using
the Hopsan simulation tool. This framework is then used on a series hydraulic hybrid transmission which
employs a pump control based on the hydraulic accumulator’s state-of-charge (SoC). This framework has been
tested for a series hydraulic hybrid light-weight vehicle. Simulation over two different urban drive cycles has
given reasonable results concerning the velocity error, and indicates a potential to reduce the energy input into
the system in comparison to running the vehicle with the same transmission, but without the possibility to
recuperate energy during braking. Overall, the results show the potential of the framework for more advanced
systems.
Somashekhar S. Hiremath et.al [9] proposed the optimization of process parameters in series hydraulic hybrid
system through multi-objective function. This paper describes the comparison between electric and hydraulic
vehicles. The latest gasoline-electric hybrid and hydraulic hybrid systems are significantly more energy and
fuel efficient than conventional vehicles. Strength of electric hybrids is its high energy density of electric
batteries, allowing for large storage in relatively compact and lightweight batteries. Hydraulic hybrid is the
potential technological solution for the limitations in the electric hybrid vehicle.
Karl-Erik Rydberg [10] proposed the energy efficient hydraulic hybrid drives. This paper discovered the
advantages of hydraulic hybrid systems over electric hybrids and how to succeed with the hybrid system
design. One obvious advantage with hydraulic hybrid systems is that they create a unique opportunity to
optimize the engine loading at all speeds. About the power density, hydraulic machines have around 5 times
higher density than electric machines. This gives the opportunity to use direct hydraulic drive and remove
mechanical gearings needed in an electric hybrid system. This fact has a large impact on the system overall
efficiency.
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4. System Modeling
4.1 Hydraulic Motor
The volumetric efficiency, mechanical efficiency, actual flow rate and actual torque of the hydraulic motor are
expressed by the equations from (2) to (5) respectively:
ηv

αDmax ω

Δ −

ηt
"

………… ………………………………………………………………………. (2)

αDmax ω+Qloss
!!

Δ

"#

ηv

…………………………….………………………………………..………….... (3)

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. (4)

ηt

Δ

……………………………………………………………………………………. (5)

4.2Hydraulic Pump
The volumetric efficiency, mechanical efficiency, ideal flow rate and ideal torque of the hydraulic pump are
expressed by the following equations from (6) to (9) respectively:
ηv
η$
"#
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Δ
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………………………………………………………………………..……………… (9)

4.3 Electro-Hydraulic Displacement Control Mechanism
The Electro-Hydraulic Mechanism is used for controlling of a variable displacement hydraulic machine.
Although the mathematical model of the Electro-Hydraulic mechanism is a fifth-order system, in practical
applications a reduced-order model is usually used the first-order system is used in this study which is also
give right and accurate result as given by equation (10).
1234

5
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8+

9
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………………………………………………………………………………..…… (10)

4.4 Accumulator
The hydraulic accumulator is a device which stored the hydraulic energy in form of pressure. The hydraulic
accumulator here is modeled based on its physical attributes. In the current paper, the Van der Waals’ equation
is employed to model the hydraulic accumulator. This is a simple but sufficiently exact model for the present
domain of operation. The compression of an accumulator is considered as isothermal process ( :
; <!3 <3 ) and expansion is assumed to be adiabatic process ( : = ; <!3 <3 ). The gas pressure in the
accumulator is expressed by the following equation (11)

> + ?<⁄:A C 2: − <D4
2

<E

……… ………………………………………………………..….(11)

The energy restored in the hydraulic accumulator is estimated by the equation (12).
F

G H ∆ J3 ……………………………………………………………………………………..... (12)
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4.5 The Connecting Lines
In this study, the losses attributable to the length of the pipes are ignored because the losses in the hose pipes
are less. The continuity equation means mass flow rate is constant through pipe (ρVА= constant), is used to
model the pressure of the fluid in the hoses. Depending upon the configurations of the drive system, two
distinct configurations are modeled.
4.5.1 Flow Coupling Configuration
To avoid the complex calculations, the pressure drop in the check valves is neglected in the driving line, so the
pressures before and after a check valve are same. In case of driving mode, the Pressures ! in K1 (high
pressure line) and
MN PQ0
O PR

1

in low pressure line are expressed by the continuity equations (13) and (14) respectively.

"QS + "T9 + "TU − "V9 − "WS ………………………………………………..…….……. (13)

The pressure at the pump inlet port is expressed as in Eq.
# !> ;2
X Y
#
[ ![
Where, pcv2 is the crack pressure of the pilot check valve CV2.
MN PQ\
O PR

"W] + "T^ + "T_ − "VU − "Q] .. …………………………………………………………... (14)

4.5.2 Pressure Coupling Configuration
In this mode the high pressurized fluid supply through the high pressure accumulator (HP).The pressure in the
high-pressure line is similar to the gas pressure in HP, and the pressure in the low-pressure line is similar to the
gas pressure in LP. The flow rate into the high accumulator is expressed by equation (15).
"S ? "QS − "V9 − "WS A ……………………………………………………………………….… (15)
The gas volume can be estimated from the
Flow rate into the accumulator using the given equation (16).
:

R

:`S − G` "S J3 ……………………………………………………………………………..……. (16)

The above equation is valid when : ≥ :`S or the high pressure accumulator is empty the gas pressure in the
accumulator is equal to the pre-charge gas pressure.
4.6 Flywheel
The flywheel is a mechanical device which is used to store the kinetic energy
The rotational or kinetic energy of the flywheel can be calculated using equation (17)
E = ½ J ω² ………………………………………………………………………………..….……….. (17)
and the moment of inertia is calculated as
J = ½ m (r1² - r2²) ………………….………………………………………………………………..… (18)
The dynamic equation of the flywheel is obtained by applying Newton’s second law, as in below equation
(19).
b 8 +c +

[

……………………………………………………………….……….………… (19)

5. Simulation and Results
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From a number of literatures review the following experimental, simulation curve show the validation of
hydraulic energy-saving system

Figure 6 flywheel test

Figure.8 speed of flywheel when u2=0.75

Figure.10 Measured round-trip efficiency of the system

figure.7 Pump P1 control scheme.

Figure.9 measured energy of the system

figure.11 dissipation of flywheel energy

Conclusion
1) The study of hydraulic energy saving with hydraulic accumulator shows the validation of proposed
system for mobile applications. And the round-trip efficiency of the system varied from 22% to 59%
depending on the operating pressure, displacement, and speed of the secondary unit.
2) With the using of hybrid system in real applications, such as an excavator, road vehicles, passengercars etc. a huge reduction in fuel consumption and exhaust fumes can be achieved.[1-6] Thus, there is
increase in the initial cost of vehicle due to the use of hydraulic accumulators, variable displacement
hydraulic pumps/ motors can be compensated for by reducing fuel consumption. Environmental
benefits will also be realized.
3) Using an appropriate accumulator, energy loss through thermal dissipation is reduced, ranging
efficiency rates more than 0.95 in cycle times of t<1 min.
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